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Personal View

I hiavC just beeni through that exhilarating, albeit exllaustinig,
experience of being a Parliamentary candidate. "Put a doctor
in the House," ran the blurb. But my difficulties should be
pointed out as a warning to others. I am a general practitioner
with a busy urban practice and waste little time on ceremony. A
perfunctory knock on the door and next minute I am in the bed-
room. This is a habit and a technique which is good for doctor-
ing but leaves a lot to be desired when it comes to canvassing.
Once or twice my steps lhavc becn quietly rctraced without
much harm done-and a less aggressive approach attempted.

At other times I would arrange my surgery to finish early,
so as to do a bit of door-knocking. What a welcome I
received. "We were thinking of bringing little Tommy to the
surgery, but since you have called please sound his chest and
give Grannie a prescription for another pair of elastic stock-
ings." Or worse still: "Our doctor is a very nice man, but he only
comes when he is sent for, while you have come on the off-
chance. Could my husband and I and the five children join your
panel?" I had visions not of Westminster but of the local gaol.
As a candidate you are expected to address meetings and

help out in neighbouring constituencies. The chairman always
introduces you as an expert on the National Health Service.
But I found that a sound knowledge of any subject is a great
handicap to making a good speech; one sees so many sides of
every question, whereas if one's information is superficial one
can be so much more dogmatic. To outline the future of the
N.I.S. seems to require a soothsayer rather than a doctor.
BtLit to becoine a candidate is flattering to the ego. Everyone
solicits your opinion on the most unlikely subjects. I am a
Presbyterian and my opponent an agnostic, yet we shared
Anglican pulpits and Catholic halls; the only place I had no
time to attend was my own Kirk. I won the toss and had the
clhoice of reading the lesson, either Song of Solomon or Gospel
of St. John. Equal rights for married women, abortion, the
small shopkeeper, the youtng widow, all these I took in my
stride. It became hard to find an opponent and I began to
develop delusions of grandeur and worry about my super-
annuation and where to live in London. A pessimist may be a
belt-and-braces man but an optimist is a Parliamentary can-
didate, even in the most unlikely seat.
A candidate is fair game for some of the usual practice

scrimshankers. The bad back and migraine (post Bank Holi-
day) specialists oil their approach with a show of enthusiasm
for the party; beneath an unpromising exterior beats the heart
of an unsuspected supporter. In these circumstances it would
be churlish indeed not to provide a certificate and an extra
few days off sick. I get periods of remorse when some
dear old faithful wonders how they are going to manage
without their doctor and some who bluntly say M.P.s are
more plentiful than G.P.s and intend to vote accordingly. But
the great day dawned and I tried to visit all the areas in a
burst of enthusiasm, wondering anew at the selfless work and
dedication of the ordinary party worker. Then the count.
Only a mere 10,000 votes short. I should have canvassed a
little harder and met some of the 30,000 who were unaffected
by my erudition and charm, to say nothing of the party line.
Even so surgery the next day seemed a little sweeter, and I
welcomed even the chronics as nearly lost friends. The experi-
ence had proved a tonic, without expense to the N.H.S. or
profit to the pharmacist, and should benefit both doctor and
patient alike.
But perhaps it is just as well I did not get elected, as I

have acquired some individual views on the National Health
Service. Most of my colleagues are anxious to obtain more

adequate medical representation on regional hospital boards
and hospital management committees, whereas my conclusion
is that it is better to have no members at all. Medical advisory
committees (with co-option of general practitioners) would
have increased influence. At present hospital management
committees look to their medical members for advice and tend
to ignore outside opinion. Medicals are torn between loyalty
to their committee and pressure from medical advisory col-
leagues, while committee consultants often think in terms of
their own specialty.

Millions of extra money is needed for the service. Yet
where is it coming from? It was a terrible mistake to initiate
a free service in the first place. If charges like 5s. a surgery
visit and 10s. a home visit (half price for children and pen-
sioners) had been made initially then everybody would have
felt they had got a bargain, and the money would have rolled
in to improve facilities. Now doctors would resent being unpaid
tax collectors-those who use the service most are usually in
exempt classes-while the paper work and manpower involved
wouild erode most of the benefit. Prescription charges are a
blunt wcaponi and hit some patients hard. What about exempt-
ing a list of vital drugs and making all pay for the rest?

Present-day newly qualified doctors seem impressive in
their mastery of complicated techniques and are full of diag-
nostic skills. But they seem to fall short in humanity and
interest in patients as people. I suppose this is the fault of selec-
tion methods, where the high power "A" level passer sweeps
the board and a sense of vocation and kindness cannot be
assessed. I should be inclined to accept all doctors' offspring,
with reasonable academic standards, as at least they should
have a true knowledge of the type of life ahead. I should
insist on at least three years' service (?training) before
expensively educated doctors are allowed to emigrate.
Another thing I feel strongly about is that many general

practitioners pay too little attention to the selection and train-
ing of receptionists. An irritable tactless receptionist can cause
endless bad feeling. On the other hand, some over-protect the
doctor and regard the patients as the enemy, to be thwarted at
every turn, and take over the mantle of ogre that used to be
worn by some doctors' wives. Every appointment system has
to be elastic enough to take in the casual ill patient, but strict
enough to prevent abuse. No easy task. A well-trained desk
worker is worth her weight in gold.
The only time I envy my hospital colleagues is when I am

ill or my partner is on holiday. The outpatient clinic is easily
postponed or the operating session cancelled. I have to be in
extremis before I stop work as I know what a strain would be
put on my partners, and only the knowledge that it will soon
be my turn sees me through other people's holidays. Our
work does not lend itself to postponement or cancellation. But
I also think that most general practitioners use their time in
an unimaginative way. In winter we are harassed to death
trying to cram twice as many calls into the same visiting
hours, with rigid surgery times. In summer we may have free
time in the afternoons but still find ourselves working late on
a lovely summer evening. We should learn to adapt our hours
to our needs. Sometimes I feel a little depressed. Is it morbid
for me, as a cure, to look at the stubs of my death certificates
and think of all the brave kindly people I have had the
privilege to attend? There are always the 10% of scroungers,
but, taken as a whole, people respond to your interest and
there is no finer or more rewarding life than that of a general
practitioner. JOHN MCKEE
Co. Durham General Practitioner
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